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9-Inch Cooking Tongs (blue only) 

Stainless Steel core with silicone gripping section, hanging ring and tongs.      
Perfect for vegetables or fish!  FDA compliant. 428°F heat resistance. Product 
size is  1-5/8”H  x 10-7/8”W x 1-1/2”D. 

Pocket Size Beach Picnic Mat 

Great choice to use as a picnic blanket or a sandy beach mat!  Made of premium 
soft and lightweight waterproof polyester.  Features a pocket on each corner to 
hold sand or rocks to prevent the blanket from blowing away.  Mini size folds 
and inserts into a small pouch.  Ideal for camping, hiking, picnic and beach.    
59” L x 55” W; allows for 2 adults to sit. 

Heavy Duty Screwdriver      
Includes two dual-ended bits, #1 and #2 phillips, 3/16” and 1/4” flathead,  
slotted reversible carbon steel shaft doubles as a 1/4” and 5/16” hex driver. 
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24 Ounce Tervis Brand Tumbler  

Air sealed between the two layers of the cup provides insulating barrier.    
Insulated to keep hot things hot and cold things cold.  Designed to reduce 
sweat or condensation.  Dishwasher safe in top rack – if tumbler too tall for 
top rack, place away from heating element in bottom rack.  Check bottom of 
tumbler for Microwave Safety. 

Silicone Oven Mitt 

The great comfortability in the soft fabric lining of this high-quality, easy-to-use 
silicone oven mitt also features a cotton canvas sleeve. Silicone products do not 
stain, melt, scratch, or lose shape.    

Grill Mats 

Use these grill mats over and over again for grilling fish, chicken, vegetables and 
anything else you're craving. Grill mats keep food from falling between the 
grates or sticking to the grill!  Also, can be used in the oven for all your baking 
needs.  FDA and LFGB food-grade certification.  Easy to clean. Heat resistant up 
to 500 degrees Fahrenheit.  Dimensions:  13” x 15.75”  

Handwarmer Pottery Mug  
The Handwarmer Mug by Clay in Motion is sure to warm your hands and your 
heart. Unlike traditional coffee cups, the Handwarmer Mug's sleek design 
features a unique pocket to not only hold your warm beverage, but keep your 
fingers cozy at the same time. Mostly right-handed but some left-handed 
availability.  Colors Vary. 
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Looped Exercise Bands  
Includes 3 exercise bands; each color has a different resistance weight:        
Green 2-4 lbs., Blue 6-8 Lbs., Yellow 10-12 Lbs.  Nylon mesh pouch with clip. 

BeeGreen Shopping Bag 10-pack  

BeeGreen foldable, reusable shopping bags are about 2-3 times bigger than a 
standard plastic grocery bag and can hold up to 50 lbs.  Long handles allow for 
over the shoulder toting.  Folds up easily to a small size with elastic ribbon for 
easy storage in your pocket or purse to save space. Comes with a zippered bag 
to store all 10 bags.  Machine washable in cold water, line dry.  Size when open: 
14.2'W*27.5'L*4.7'D.  Colors vary. 

iMist aromatherapy diffuser and humidifier 

At work or home, this personal humidifier is great for relieving the dryness at 
your desk, office or bedroom. This unit is also an aromatherapy essential oil  
diffuser (if using at work, please adhere to personnel policies regarding scent).   
Continuous vapor will last 3 hrs, 3-second interval mode will last 8 hrs. The 
iMist also has LED lights that have an option to keep one color on, change colors 
or no light at all.  Dimensions:  3.85 x 3.85 x 3.85 in.  
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Large Waterproof Dry Bag 

Made of 210T ripstop polyester.  Roll Top closure with clip for snapping onto 
belts or other bags.  Floats if dropped in the water.  Perfect for keeping your 
contents dry and safe.  Spot clean/air dry.  Complies with Prop 65.                 
Size: 12 3/8” W x 17 3/4” H x 7” D  (10 liter) 

Backpack Cooler                                              

Whether headed to a picnic, tailgate party or just out for a weekend hike, you can 
keep your hands free, all while carrying a ton! This cooler backpack is made of 
600 denier polyester, measures 12" x 16.5" x 8" and features a double heat sealed 
PEVA no-leak liner that holds a capacity equal to 20 cans plus ice. It's also 
equipped with two mesh side pockets, a large front pocket, and shoulder straps.  

http://www.neatlysmart.com/catalog/item.aspx?itemid=110288&catid=1501&clickid=searchresults

